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SEPTEMBER
24th
Whole school
Individual photographs
(winter uniform to be
worn)
27th Sept—1st Oct
Nursery
Culture Week
OCTOBER
6th
Forms 1 & 2
Football Festival
(Pre-notified teams)

Dear parents

It has been wonderful to have the children back in school and for school life to be pretty much back to
normal. Clubs have started again and I am so pleased with the number of children taking part. We
have had our first off-site hockey and swimming lessons of the year and today sees Year 3 lead the way
with a trip to Stubbers Adventure Centre. I took a drive over there to see the children and their smiling
faces were wonderful to see.
We have now issued iPads to all the children in Reception to Year 6 so thank you for getting the
paperwork back to us so quickly. Please ensure the device remains in its case and is charged overnight.
Without doubt my highlight of the past 2 weeks has been seeing the whole school gathered together
for an assemblies. Our Monday assembly is a celebration assembly so if your child(ren) have anything
they wish for us to celebrate (a certificate, a trophy or anything else they are proud of) please get it to
the office and we will share their success with them in assembly. We have also introduced a Headmaster’s award which will be awarded weekly in Monday assembly to children who have gone above and
beyond in any facet of school life and who have exemplified our aims. In our assemblies so far this term
we have been looking at our new school aims, to ensure that all the children understand them as fully
as possible. This Monday we talked about being Constantly Curious and the importance of resilience,
using a tennis ball as an
example of something that gets squashed but springs back into shape. The
concept of ‘bouncebackability’ is something we will return to over the year.

Noak Hill Sports Centre
13th

Speaking of resilience, a good number of our Form 6 pupils have either already sat or are about to sit
the 11+ grammar exam. They have worked exceptionally hard for this and on behalf of the whole
school I wish them all the very best of luck. The should all be very proud whatever the outcome.

Whole school
Flu vaccinations

Please get your data collection forms back to the office ASAP as this will help us hugely with our move
to a more flexible and useful school management system.
Callum Douglas

15th
Whole school
Break up for half term
18th - 29th
HALF TERM
NOVEMBER
1st
Whole School

School resumes

News from Nursery
The Nursery children have settled into school life extremely
well; they have adapted to their new environment,
embraced their new teachers and made lots of new friends.
They have enjoyed exploring new toys both inside and
outside and have joined in with group activities. Our Book of
the Week was ‘Owl Babies’ by Martin Waddell and the
children enjoyed making their own owl masks. The children
have also been working on developing their fine motor skills
by using the interactive writing boards and using scissors to
cut different textures.
Miss G. Hadji, Nursery Manager
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News from Form 2
Form 2 have been exploring place
value in three digit numbers. We
used different equipment to
represent numbers, helping us to
add and subtract hundreds, tens
and units
We also had a great time imagining
and describing a forest story
setting. What fabulous writing, well
done, Form 2!
Miss K. Mackie, Form 2 Teacher

News from Reception
The Reception children enjoyed their first singing
and movement lesson with Mrs Jenkin. They
chose their favourite nursery rhymes to sing
along to and were very confident to sing without
support. The children learnt how music can
change how we move! Fast music means we
move quickly and slow music means we move
slowly.
The children have also been learning about
friendship and what it means. We read a story
called, ‘We’re All Wonders’ by RJ Palacio and
talked about our friendships and why we have
friends. The children drew pictures of themselves
and their friends and they verbally described why
they were friends. They then practised writing
their name and their friend’s name by listening to
the sounds.
Mrs C. Carter, Reception Teacher

News from Form 4
The children have been learning
about safety with electricity during
their Science lessons and made some
helpful safety posters.
The children have made a woollen
spiders web which is linked to their
English lessons where they have
been reading ‘Felix After the Rain’ by
Duncan Jogan which talks about
having a safe space to go to when
feeling sad or angry.
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News from Form 3
Form 3 have been extremely busy for the last two weeks! Our new topic is the
Ancient Greeks and we have been so interested in finding out everything
about them. In Geography, we learned about the continents and what
continent Greece is in. We have also been looking at Greek myths and were
particularly interested in the story of Pandora’s Box. We discussed the moral
and message of the myths and could link it to life today. We understand that
our actions may sometimes have bad consequences.
We had a fantastic time at Stubbers and learned many key skills including
collaboration and communication and we all made sure to take risks, which is
also part of our school aims. What an exciting first two weeks back!
Mrs T. Duzgun, Form 3 Teacher

News from Form 5
Form 5 have spent time with Miss King working on
a new initiative, called ’Girls on Board’ which is
designed to work on friendships with their peers
and ensure that no one is left out.
The children were very excited to receive their
individual iPads on Friday. They have been used to
great effect this week and the children have
uploaded work to ‘Showbie’ and received feedback
from Mr Christiansen on their iPads.
Mr M. Christiansen, Form 5 Teacher
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News from Form 1
It has been a busy start to the new school year and Form 1 have settled into their new timetable very well. We have been busy in
Maths ordering and comparing numbers up to 20 and the children have impressed us with their knowledge so far!
In English, we have based our learning around the classic book, ‘The Tiger Who Came to Tea’ by Judith Kerr. The children have been
able to sequence the events in the story and have practiced saying sentences out loud before writing them. They drew some fabulous
artwork to depict key events in the story.
We started Spanish lessons this term and the children are enjoying greeting each other in Spanish. In Art, we have been learning

about the primary colours and had a fun lesson mixing the paints to see what colours we could make.
In History, our topic has been to understand what is meant by the Ice Age. We have talked about what it may have been like
during an Ice Age and also looked at how Britain became an island. The children were all amazed to find out that Britain was
once connected to mainland Europe.
Mr Ward, Form 1 Teacher

Girls on Board
This week Miss King rolled out our new programme for supporting girls in year 5 and 6. Girls on Board is an approach that enables girls, parents and teachers to understand the complexities of girl friendships. The methods and ideas used empower girls to solve their own friendship problems and recognise that they are probably
the only ones who can. We hope this will encourage independence, compassion and confidence in our girls as
they navigate their way through their final years at Gidea Park Prep and help prepare them for their next
adventure. Information for parents can be found at https://www.girlsonboard.co.uk/parents/
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News from Form 6
Form 6 have settled into the new school year at the top of the school brilliantly and are working hard already.
We have been looking at our new school aims and values and discussing what it means to be ‘Fearlessly Curious’. The children have
produced some beautiful posters on their interpretation of being curious risk-takers.
We have had a busy week preparing for the 11+ exams and the children have collaborated and worked together to share the best
techniques for answering comblex questions.
Ajit Grewal produced an excellent ten minute write-up about an animal he’d like to be:
‘’Roarrr’, that was the sound of me, the mysterious creature, waking up from my long, agonising slumber. I got up, looking around;
confused, eager for some food. I am a very bloodthirsty creature begging for some meat. I was so hungry I could eat a whole h orse.
I managed to find some meat left over from last night. I had to savour each portion of meat that I had, I am a lion, the King of the
Jungle.
Sadly, I am only a human watching the lion with amusement. There has never been a creature as magnificent as the lion. Don’t you
agree? In my personal opinion, it is the greatest animal in the jungle!’
The children have been enjoying the new iPads and have used them to research and collaborate about the Industrial Revolution
during a History lesson and North West England during a Geography lesson.

Mrs L. Abiade, Form 6 Teacher
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